National Conference 2018
Going back to the basics strengthens your foundation—

Comments from our
delegates:
·

“Just a heads up to say thank you
again for a wonderful 2018 conference – so positive and uplifting –
the goody bags were amazing”—KZN

·

“This is a big thank you from (us). It
was an awesome experience. We
really enjoyed everything you guys
did”—Western Cape / North

·

“thank you all for a wonderful conference. You Ladies have outdone
yourselves and get better and better
each year. As first timers my colleagues were very impressed. Looking forward to the 2019 conference
with great anticipation”—Western
Cape / South

·

“This was the first time that I’d
attended a SBMA Conference. The
organization of the conference, the
venue, the shuttle transport, the tea
-time eats and lunches, the Goodie
bags and the exhibitor stands all
blended into a successful conference.
Well done to you all”—
Gauteng

A

s we enter the dawn of our
10th anniversary we are
celebrating the importance that
our annual National Conferences
have become.
Our first one in Johannesburg in 2016
ended with a resounding and collective “never again” and a sigh of relief
at the success but here we are at the
end of the 3rd and already starting to
plan the next! Who said we aren’t
having fun. Many a good laugh along
the way is the only sure sign to keep
us sane so I want to take a moment to
reminisce…..

2016—Angie storms up to us in a
rage and mutters “...he just called me
porkie….who does he think he is!!!”
This was on being introduced to Andre Schwartz. Puzzled and curios we
asked the who and how! And then
laughed hysterically when we realized
that he calls everyone ‘bokkie’. After
dinner in the lift on the way back to
the rooms low and behold ‘the man’
gets into the lift with us. Well we
spluttered and tried to keep composed

but to no end, we eventually had to tell
him the story…. He laughed so hard I
thought we would have to carry him to
his room. I think that cured him of
calling anyone bokkie again!
Many a light moment was had in putting together this conference too. And
also the serious stuff of trying to get
the right speakers for the right topics.
Always a nightmare!
GP van Rheede van Oudtshoorn was
the most exceptional MC and did us
proud. From his humorous side to the
serious and who can forget that awesome voice!

Our PLATINUM Sponsor NEDBANK
and the other Sponsors and Exhibitors
were outstanding and of the highest
quality. Their generosity was measured by the weight of the goodie bags!
and for those of you that have been at
all 3 conferences we hope you enjoyed
the 10 or so new exhibitors this year.
We aspired to the words of Og Mandino— "Always render more and
better service than is expected of you,
no matter what your task may be."

We hope you; Caught the Vision—Enjoyed the Conference. Made New Friends. Exchanged Ideas and NETWORKED!

Comments from our Sponsors and Exhibitors—
·

·
·

·

“It was an excellent event, the SBMA
team once again doing an awesome job.
The SBMA Annual Conference is going
from strength to strength”—Ceebee
Debt Management Services
“Well done on another amazing conference”—AON Insurance
“Very well run—loved that you all were
in uniform-easily identifiable. Great
speakers. The passport concept worked
well”—Sherpa Kids /Western Cape
North

“What a conference!!Absolutely well,
well done and a big applause from my
side for everything. Of all the school
conferences I ever attended in the past

·

·
·

this one was the best. I thought last
year’s conference was good, but this one
was outstanding”– Jomach Asset Management
“Thank you for the opportunity to be
part of the Conference. It was a tremendous success for us and we hope to be
part of it on a regular basis going forward”—Makro Cape Gate

“Thank you for such a well planned and
organized conference. We really enjoyed
it”—Office National-Africa
“...HUGE congratulations on the conference…I thought it was a great success.
When can we sign up for next year?”—
Get Sace Points

ANNOUNCEMENT

The SBMA National Conference
for 2019 will take place in
Kwa Zulu Natal
Dates to be confirmed soon.
We are scouting for locations and
arm wrestling prices and as soon
as they are established you will be
the first to know!
For budget purposes only add 8%
to this year’s costing as we are
attempting to bring it to you as
affordable as possible.

MESSAGE FROM THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE

Going back to the basics strengthens your foundation.
CS Lewis wrote;
“You can't go back and change the beginning, but you can start where you are
and change the ending.”

Are there any cracks in your foundation? You cannot expand to true potential without a solid
foundation or platform. These basic foundations are what we fall back on when life throws us
a curve ball or when we encounter unexpected changes. Small changes within the main framework can make a huge difference. Become more skilled and creatively weave a framework of
basic financial principles. When we zoom in on the basics, our perspective changes. Focus on
efforts that produce the results you want. Identify the essential and eliminate the rest. This
will ultimately strengthen your foundation.
The challenges and obstacles we face demand that we ensure the basics of how to work are in
place. Embrace the thrill of learning and adopt a business acumen to be proud of.
Work together as a team. Designate and delegate as a team. Embrace the involvement and
commitment of your colleagues in your team. The old saying that "no man is an island" is apt.
You cannot go forward without good leadership and good team work. A good team functions
when your impact lasts in your absence.
The past is your place of reference, not your place of residence. We have to step outside our
comfort zone in order to change, grow and transform. Do not limit your potential. The network of the School Business Managers' Association is there to be embraced.

Get back to the basics. It helps to make informed decisions for the future.

"Life is about accepting the challenges along the way, choosing to keep moving
forward and savouring the journey. Believe in yourself. You are braver than you
think, more talented than you know and capable of more than you imagine"
—Roy T Bennett.

Purpose of the 3rd National Conference was to;
Catch the Vision—
Enjoy the conference. Make new friends. Exchange ideas.
And NETWORK.
—National Committee

SOME OF THE MOMENTS OF THE 3rd NATIONAL CONFERENCE CAPTURED IN A MEMORY
ALL THE PICTURES WILL BE LOADED
ONTO THE SBMA D6 DURING
THE HOLIDAYS.

